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The usual format on which the consumption data and activity for spare p3rb of a systsx ar: available, makes it 
difficult for the evaluation of the renewal function on the procedure as laid down by Cox'. The author has, therefore, 
discussed in this paper a model through Bayesian Approach as to how in such cases the renewal function could be 
obtained for any period of activity, provided the past experience are available in the form of a sample information. 
For a Beta-Prior density?or the mean demand rate of the Poisson demand distribution, the renewal functibn in its 
analytical and asymptotic forms are obtained. 
The limitation to the procedure as outlined by Cox1 for the evaluation of the renewal function H ( t )  
is well-known. Thus, instead _oP the analytical form of the distribution of the number of renewals Nt in a 
fixed period, usually the asymptotic expression for H(t)  is obtained. Moreover, the usual Porm3t on which 
the consumption data and activity are available, makes the above procedure all the more intiactable. 
Therefore, a conditional probability approach was suggested by Youngs et. aL2 that the probability 
of demand for an item in a future period would be obtained provided the demands for the same item during 
the past period were made known. 
Now, that the consumption of aircraft spare parts is characteristically low, the prediction of the true 
mean demand for an item is usually restricted. The author3 in his paper, therefore, had made the assump- 
tion that the uncertainty about the mean demand rate could be defined by a Beta-Prior density as an alter- 
native to the assumption of a Gamma-Prior as indicated by Youngs et. al,2. The Bayesian rule was 
then used by the author3 to arrive at a revised probability density for the Poisson Paramater of the 
Poisson demand distribution, based on the past experience available from the sample information, and the 
renewal function for an unit period of operation was in its analytical as well as asymptotic 
forms. 
In this present paper, the author, however, has made an attempt to obtain the similar expressions for 
the renewal function for any arbitrary period of activity, knowing the sample information on th2 consump- 
tion of spares for r-successive period, each of equal length of operation, but other than the psriod of 
activity for which the renewal function is obtained. 
r t r -  
D E M A N D  M O  
Let the uncertainty about the mean demand rate h 6 defined by a Prior-density as 
hv1 -. 1 (I - A)% - 1 f (A) = B(4,vJ (1) 
where v,, vz > 0, B ( - , a )  is a complete Beta-funqtion and 0 < h < 1. The estimaterr of v ,  and V, are 
given by the author3. 
/ 
For aircraft spare parts, Youngs et. ad.2 observed that the demand for an item belonging to the air- 
craft system, closely follows a Poisson distribution; therefore, the Probability P (X) that the demand for 
an item drawn from a population of items governed by f ( A )  will be X in any period of activity, say T 
pnits of flying hours, is given as 
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Combining the above equation with equation (I), one'obtains - 
B ( X  + ~ 1 ,  va). T5 , P ( X  = x )  = B (t1,-vz).- & 4 - ( X  f ~ 1 ;  X -t VJ. + V2; - T) (2) 
1 %  0 
wherelFl ( . ; ., ; - T) is a confl&t hypergeometric function4 
Now, ifthe nu&r d demands {xi 1 where i = 1, 2,. . . . . . ,r, for a particular spare part are observed 
in r-successive period$ w h  of equal length ( = T flying hours) of activity, one obtains the revised value for 
f(A) bsing the Bayes rule6 as the posterior density for h under the waditions that the demands for 
particular ite& in the r successive periods of experience are independent and idmticfly distributed as Poisson 
and that the demand rate for the item remains same throughout the periods. Thus, one has 
- rhT (AT) Xr + v1 - 1 (1 - X)v,  - 1 / e (3) f * (x/x = Isi)) = -B (8. + vl, v 3  (8. + vl; + vl+v2; - yT) 
where 
i Br. 
i = l  
Therefore, the predictive demand distribution of an item in the period for the (r+l)l" class of ope;ational 
period of duration L flying hours, given the past experience of the sample information of (xi)  &mands 
for the same item, is obtained as . 
B (Sr+vl+y,v2)y!lFl(c(:+vi 4- ~i . F ~ ; + P ~ + v ~ + Y ;  - F /  T- L) P(Y = y /x  = {s)) = .-- 
- B  (5. + ~ 1 ,  ~ 2 ) .  Y! 131 (8, 4- 4; 8 r  + ~1 f vg; -- r2') (4) , 
. 
-. T H E  R E N E W A L  F U N C T I O N  
The probability generating function of the Predictive demand distribution as given in equation (9, 
is obtained as follows : 
00 00 (8, + v , ) ~  ( Z L ) y  ,PI (Tv + vl + y; +v,+-, + y; - r T  - L) 
a ( z , x = { x i  1)- CZYP(VX) =.C-c 8 , ~  V ,  + v2jy (y)! (sr + vl; sv+ vl + 3; -VT) 
y=o y=o 
where 
(Sr + ~ 1 ) ~  = (S t  +~ 1 )  (St +yl + 1 )  (8, + ~1 + Y - 1 ) .  
Applying, the multiplication themem QP ,F, (. ; . ; .), the above . . P. g. f. r d u c s  to 
. . 
(A$* + vl; S ,  + vl + v2; - TT - L + Z L )  G ( Z I X  = (xi)) = 
, $1 (8, + v1; S, + V l  + v,; - 9-T) (5) 
" 
The renewal function for-.+iriod of L fly* houis +facti<ity, is, tEerHore; o%tained as 
a,, ,*& ; (L)  = i+ l  Lim C' ( Z I X  = { 4)  
where G' is the first derivative of G w.r.t. Z 
or I 
(Sr+vl) L (8, + vl+ 1 ;  S- + V I  + vg + 1; - r T )  
Hr'y + (') = (8, + vl+v,) 1 ~ 1  (s, + vl; Sr + V 1 - t  vp; - r ~ )  (6) 
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T H E  A S Y M P  T O T I C V A L U E O F ' T H E R E N E W A L F U N C T I O N  ' 
A 
If h be the true-mean demand rate of the Poisson demand distribution, then for large number of 
successive intervals of operation r of duration T units each, one gets through the Weak Law of Large 
number6 that 
A 
Lim a' 
Ta 
Now, using the limiting value for ,F, (. ; . ;' . ), one finds 
A . 
. Lim - A  ~ ( 1  4z)G ( Z / X  = {xi)) = e 
r.Ta 
A 
and this is the p.g.f. of the Poisson demmd distribution with the msan dernlld as h L for the predictive 
period. Thus, the limiting value of th: renewal fuhction for an item is th: Product of the true mean de- 
mand rate and the length of the Predictive period. 
\ 
E X A M P L E  
Let the stocking policy for the spare parts oPa system bs ten-quarter psriod and ths numbsr of demnnds ' 
far the first fourquarter of an item is observed to be zero. It is now required to find ths expscted numbsr of 
renewals to be required for the remaining six-quarter of the psriod for ths snm: item. 
Assume that the demand pattern for such item follows a Poisson distribution with an unknown demand 
rate which is defined by a Beta-Prior density. The parameters v l  and vs are assumed to be respectively 
0.2 and 0.5 (say) obtained on the lines given by the author 3. Now, the renewal function for the predictive 
six-quarter period of opsration, is obtained from equztioa (6) as under 
Applying, the recurrence formula 4 for 1 F, (. ; . ; - 0.4), the above equation reduces to ' 
CONCLUSION 
The expressions for the renewal function in its analytical and asymptotic forms are reduced to the 
results obtained by the author by taking T and L equal to unity. The przssnt result illwtrates that even 
if one has the experience of the demand behaviour for an item for any unit of operation iq the past, he can 
easily obtain the expected number of renewals for the same item for any future period. 
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